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No secret ballot
for blind voters
NEW D E LH I, May 7 (PTI) companion. Theirs is really a blind
For the lakhs of blind voters in vote.
India there is no secret ballot. They
“The blind are as much a part of
have no option but to take the help the social situation. Even in rural
of a companion or electon official to areas, they are quite active. But the
vote, in the absence of ballot papers polling process for them is not an
in braille or any other special facil independent one. They have to de
pend on someone reliable,” says A.
ity.
While most agree that braille bal K. Mittal, principal, blind school,
lot papers may not help, considering Blind Relief Association of Delhi.
that only five to seven per cent of the
“We get reports that people in re
blind are educated, they say some mote areas of some States like U ttar
thing should be done to make things Pradesh, Bihar are not able to vote,
easier for them.
because their votes are already cast.
“I would like to ask, how do we But again, there is no authentic sur
vote? How can one be absolutely vey to substantiate this contention,”
sure that the companion or official says Mittal.
we take would cast the vote we
Talking of braille, he says maybe
want. That person can even try to it would be difficult to have braille
influence us,” says business execu ballot papers, but postal ballot could
help.
tive Preeti Singh.
“I have never voted because of
“There is no secret ballot for us.
this,” says Preeti, who has never let But there is no alternative,” says J.
her blindness come between her and L. Kaul, All India Confederation of
Blind.
success.
“Braille would have been possible
Providing ballot papers in braille
is not feasible, says the Election if all the blind were educated,” says
Commission. “Making a survey in Kaul, who has always voted, gener
each constituency and providing ally taking as a companion a worker
braille would be too complicated,” of the party he wants to vote for.
says an Election Commission offi “This way I am sure of my vote,” he
says that the EC can at least keep the
cial.
Besides, only a fraction of the record of how many blind voted.
blind population can read braille, he
The visually impaired people are
totally involved in the election pro
says.
There are three million blind vo cess, says Narayanan, executive
ters, as per the national sample sur secretary, Blind Relief Association
vey report of 1991. According to of Delhi.
They take the help of the polling
W H O ’s 1991 survey, there are 12
million blind over theage of 18 in the officer, he says. “How can there be
country. According to another sur-" "braille ballot sheets, when they d o vey there are 87 lakh. The disparity not even do regular surveys to find
in figures is strangely not looked out how many blind people there
into and there has been no formal are?” asks Narayanan.
“Braille is a very good point, but
survey after that.
“If braille is too difficult, they can the problem with it would be that
go in for embossing of the symbols, our staff, counting the votes, will not
which even the illiterate can under understand it,’’says Chief Electoral
stand. W hether they do it for all the Officer T. T. Joseph.
ballot papers or just a few is up to
. them, says Preeti. “But something
should be done.
A number of blind people in India
are not even aware that they have
the right to vote, she says. “Very
often you have to fight with the poll
ing official that you have the right to
take in a companion into the booth.
A nd not evetyone can fight.”
Things get tougher when it comes
to the uneducated, poor blind.
Sometimes they find that their vote
has already been cast. Sometimes
party workers come and drive them
to the booth, promising to be the

Man falls
to death

NEW D ELH I, May 7 (HTC)
A 25-year-old man fell to his
death from the roof of a threestoreyed house at Radhey Puri in
East Delhi in the wee hours of this
morning.
Suman Kumar, a native of Saharsa district of Bihar and a labourer,
fell over the ledge when he got up to
ease himself. H e is reported to have
been in an inebriated state*at the
time of the incident.

